neled into a fanatical moral crusade to rid
the world of evil.”
Taking a more proactive stance are
groups such as the Psychoanalysts for
Peace and Justice, an organization of “psychoanalytically-informed citizens” who
have come together to bring their “psychoanalytic insights” to bear on public policy.
“Because we know the destructiveness that
resides in each of us,” the group’s website
explains, “We know the importance of not
letting it destroy what we hold dear.”
All of this naturally leads one to wonder
if these academicians and analysts have
lost their minds. More importantly, it
offers a hint of the ideological unanimity
and isolation of the academic world, where
the only way to make sense of political
conservatism is by resorting to theories of
madness. It is worth asking, surely,
whether a study on the pathologies of the
left, as evidenced by such left-wing figures
as Joseph Stalin, George McGovern, Kim

Jong Il, and Bill Moyers, would have been
published in a serious psychiatric journal.
Above all, though, this stands as a powerful example of the misuse of science and
the arrogance of expertise. More than a
denigration of conservatism, these studies
reveal an utter derision of genuine political
life altogether. They display a kind of psychiatry-as-zoology, with a knowledgeable
expert standing well above the fray, measuring his subjects by standards altogether
foreign to the character of their activity. It
is a way to avoid contending with the substance of unfriendly or unfamiliar views by
dismissing ideas as byproducts of urges,
and arguments as empty superstructure. It
results in ever-increasing disdain for genuinely complex social and political questions, and in such enlightening insights as
“happy people don’t start wars.” Call us
crazy, but this all seems like a gargantuan
waste of time and effort.

Edward Teller, RIP
The Controversial Life of the Father of the H-Bomb

B

efore the first test of the atomic
bomb in the New Mexico desert in
July 1945, the senior scientists who
worked on the Manhattan Project were
bused to prearranged locations to observe
the explosion. Edward Teller, then 37 years
old, was among the scientists at Compañia
Hill, twenty miles northwest of ground
zero. Although the observers were supposed to lie on the ground with their backs
turned to the blast, Teller disobeyed—he
looked directly at the bomb. Protected with
welder’s glasses and sunscreen, Teller
watched the atomic flash: “It was as if I had
pulled open the curtain in a dark room and
broad daylight streamed in.”

The rest of Teller’s life was dominated
by the power of the atomic nucleus—its
immense physical power, which Teller
helped to leash and unleash, and also its
daunting political power, which gave shape
and urgency to the Cold War.
Teller was a giant of science, and he
mingled with the greatest minds of twentieth-century physics. Born in Budapest in
1908, by the time he graduated from high
school Teller was already friends with fellow Hungarians Eugene Wigner (who
would win the Nobel Prize for Physics in
1963), John von Neumann (one of the pioneers of computer science), and Leo
Szilárd (one of the fathers of the atomic
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bomb). To escape religious persecution of
Jews, he left Hungary for Germany, where
he studied with Werner Heisenberg, one of
the originators of quantum mechanics.
Then, to escape ethnic persecution of Jews,
he left Germany for Denmark, where he
studied with Neils Bohr, another eminent
quantum physicist. Following a stint in
London, Teller settled in the U.S. in 1935.
After some teaching, and some important
research on radioactivity, Teller became an
American citizen in 1941. That was also the
year he joined the Manhattan Project. As
Teller moved west, following Enrico Fermi
from New York to Chicago to Los Alamos,
he also moved from pure to applied physics,
and permanently left behind theory. “After
the war,” he said, “I tried to find my way
back to the simpler life of a scientist and a
teacher. I never succeeded.”
No, indeed: Teller’s life became far more
complicated after the war. While most of
the other scientists involved in fission
research during the war came to advocate
strict limits on atomic weapons, Teller
believed that the United States should
undertake an intensive program to create a
fusion bomb, a device far more powerful
than the original fission bombs used on
Japan. As the leading lights of physics,
from Einstein to Oppenheimer, came to
oppose the bomb in the name of peace,
Teller’s was almost the only voice calling
for a more aggressive approach to military
preparedness—especially after the Soviets
tested their first atomic bomb in 1949.
In the years that followed, Teller contributed to the theoretical research for and
the practical development of fusion
weapons, and he shepherded the research
from its earliest days—earning the nickname “father of the H-bomb.” He also
remained an outspoken supporter of
nuclear power generation, thermonuclear

weapon development and stockpiling, and
even the use of small nuclear devices for
demolition projects and other peaceable
purposes. Many opponents of nuclear
arms came to view Teller as a lunatic lusting after power and destruction. This mad
caricature—which may have been the basis
for the character of Dr. Strangelove in the
eponymous film—has always conveniently
overlooked the fact that no one has ever
been killed by a hydrogen bomb.
Left-leaning scientists also came to
blame Teller for his role in ending the
career of physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer.
“Oppie,” who had headed up research at
Los Alamos during the Manhattan
Project, was later a vocal opponent of the
plans to build a hydrogen bomb. In the
early 1950s, Oppenheimer was stripped of
his security clearance after a review board
determined he had too many ties to communists. Some people came to believe that
Teller, in testimony before that board,
smeared an innocent Oppenheimer.
Although the actual transcript of the hearing doesn’t support that conclusion,
Teller’s anticommunist views were enough
to convince Oppenheimer’s defenders—
and the bitter feelings against Teller never
fully abated.
In fact, if anyone was smeared, it was
Teller himself, especially in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, when student agitation
against the Vietnam War peaked. Teller
was falsely accused of wanting to use
nuclear weapons in Vietnam; his house
was vandalized; he couldn’t give public lectures without getting shouted down; several radical groups accused Teller of “war
crimes,” tried him in absentia, marched on
his home, and burned him in effigy.
The leftist enmity for Teller only worsened in the 1980s, when he became the
most prominent scientific proponent of a
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ballistic missile defense system. Teller
actually began concentrating on the problems of missile defense as early as 1961,
and it was he who first introduced thenGovernor Ronald Reagan to the concept in
1967 when Teller was at the Livermore
labs. Although Teller sometimes threw his
support behind defensive technologies that
even today seem more science fiction than
science fact—like lasers that can shoot
down missiles—his motivation for supporting those defensive systems has always
been valid: the U.S., and the rest of the
world, are vulnerable to missile attacks.
By the time of Edward Teller’s death on

September 9, 2003, he seemed to have
moved from reviled to relic—becoming a
dusty reminder of an earlier era. The
names of Teller’s friends, enemies, and
projects have long ago migrated from the
newspapers to the history books. Most
people who think of him nowadays almost
certainly recall him as a “shill” for conservative ideas, or as a scientist who alienated
his colleagues. But throughout his life
Teller was also that man in the New
Mexico desert—facing the future without
flinching, bringing his gaze and his
tremendous intellect to bear on those
things no one else had the courage to see.

Neil Postman, RIP
Culture, Technology, and the Modern Soul

O

n October 5, 2003, Neil Postman,
one of America’s most insightful
critics of modern media and technology, passed away at the age of 72. An
NYU professor for over forty years,
Postman was a prolific author and lecturer,
and his twenty books and over two hundred essays and articles had a lasting resonance with contemporary life.
Like so many of the best critics, Postman
cannot easily be labeled “conservative” or
“liberal.” Although he served for a time on
the editorial board of the leftist magazine
The Nation, he showed over his career a
general ambivalence toward any particular
political program. He will be remembered
above all for pushing his readers to engage
in a thoughtful recollection of the past in
order to see the present, and the future,
more clearly.
Postman believed that by mistaking
technological progress for human
progress, we have lost the ability to direct
our lives toward higher pursuits. In our

age of technology and mass media, he
argued, we indulge in the endless pursuit
of appetite upon appetite, stunting individuals and stultifying society.
In his best-known book, Amusing
Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the
Age of Show Business (1984), Postman
delivered the most scathing attack on our
television culture since Newton Minow’s
1961 speech that dubbed TV a “vast wasteland.” And Postman’s attack cut far deeper
than Minow’s, because instead of confining
himself to the content of television programming, Postman criticized the medium
itself. By eclipsing, and in some instances,
threatening to replace altogether, the written word and our literary culture, television trivializes the serious and noble pursuits of human life—politics, religion, education, art, and commerce; they all become
mere entertainment, Postman argued.
This trivialization at best makes existence shallow and stupid; at worst, it “creates a culture without moral foundation.”
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